During the spring of 1937 a hoard of 677 silver coins was secured from an Athenian dealer who declared it had been discovered on an island off Preveza. Prior to the acquisition of the hoard, the purchaser had heard various rumors of its origin, one locating it in Cephalonia and another in Patrae. Nothing more positive can be stated than that it seems to be a complete group of coins, presumably unearthed at some spot on the central shores of the Ionian Sea. Contents of the collection, in which Achaean League triobols predominate, would tend to favor the Patrae attribution. However, trade relations or the fortunes of war might account for a more northerly place of interment.
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I .!:f -,::-,-"-,`: - 7p ! ----, ,  ,M ,?-.., -'. ...'.' -..'.' -,.:- ---V:--.--.------. - ..,:..-... --, -, -. In preparing the hoard for publication the writer was constantly struck by the measure of uncertainty which surrounds the whole question of the League's silver coinage. Absence or ambiguity of mint markings often makes possible for the same coin a variety of attributions, all supported by authoritative opinion. Nos. 656 and 657 in the catalogue Clerk assigns to Pagae and Megara but would impute to Messene as second choice,1 while Weil 2 gives a very similar type to Megalopolis. The trident coins find almost equal support among numismatists for either a Troezenean or Mantinean ascription. Leake and Gardner favor the first mint; Lobbecke, Weil and Clerk the second.3 So the instances could be multiplied. What may seem presumption on our part in venturing to reassign certain groups and advance new arguments for others is occasioned by the large number of Achaean coins at our disposal, making almost imperative some attempt to extract information from them.
ARCADIAN LEAGUE
The problem raised by the coins traditionally called Arcadian League is primarily one of dating. That Megalopolis minted these issues of the seated Pan with the Zeus head obverse seems beyond question. The identical type with the letters MEF, significant of the city name, is well known 4 and there is no reason for supposing that the League coins originated anywhere else but in the same city. It is far harder to say when they were issued.
Gardner5 attributes them to the period preceding the incorporation of Megalopolis in the Achaean League body and, therefore, sets 234 B.C. as the terminal date for their minting. Miss Grace, in reviewing her hoard, expresses the belief that they continued beyond that date. Admitting the strange circumstance of contemporary issues of Arcadian and Achaean money in the same city, she suggests that there may, however, have been a temporary revival of the Arcadian League some time after 234 or that these pieces may represent a survival of the spirit of Arcadian unity finding expression in the coinage of the old League's most important city.6
Certainly the condition of our coins supports the view that the minting of them cannot have stopped in 234. In general, they are scarcely more worn than the issues of the Achaean League which traditionally fall in a later period. Some of the coins are very well preserved; Miss Grace describes an occasional piece of her group as "C recently minted."' The combined evidence of the two hoards would seem to make inescapable the conclusion that these Arcadian types continued to be coined well after 234 B.C. A simple and plausible explanation, in view of the above-mentioned facts, would be the hypothesis, similar to that of Miss Grace, that Megalopolis continued to issue these coin types after she joined the Achaean League, that she issued them in the tradition of the Arcadian Federation to serve as her standard municipal currency. Megalopolis was created for the sole purpose of being the capital of the Arcadian League and as such she used the Federal coin type. Since, therefore, the League was the reason for her existence and she had no other earlier traditions, she would have sought to perpetuate a coin type that was symbolical of her greatness even though the League had long since been dissolved. Her claim to fame was her prominent position in the Arcadian League. From the time of her founding in 370 B.C. she had used, for the most part, two reverse types, the seated Pan and the large syrinx, both designated as Arcadian coinage by the A monogram. How frequently or how abundantly these types were minted we do not know, but there is no reason to doubt that Megalopolis continued them in the League tradition even after that body had ceased to function politically. Then in 234 she joined the Achaean League and found her identity submerged in that of a highly organized 7OXUTEWa whose communal functions included the issuing of a standardized currency. There is every evidence, in the form of coin types with the MIEF lettering, to prove that Megalopolis, as well as Argos, Sicyon, Corinth and other cities, exercised the privilege of independent coinage even after she gave allegiance to the League. Not impossible is the conjecture that at that time she decided to keep the Pan type for her local uses, adopting the syrinx as her city symbol on the League denominations. One change she made to differentiate the issues following 234 from those which had preceded it, by adding an eagle on the knee of the seated Pan, possibly as a symbolical reminder of her former power and importance in Arcadian affairs. Perhaps the modified APK monogram was left for the same reason. As time went on, the monogram changed gradually from the elaborate A to A and finally to A, which might indicate a growing carelessness and indifference to something no longer considered of paramount importance.2 Finally the monogram disappeared entirely, the coins bearing only the combinations AA, AAA, AA, KAI. The fact that KI and KA occur commonly on the Achaean League coins of 1V[egalopolis would seem to lend some measure of support to the theory that we have here two series of contemporary issues.
Where in the series the type without letters belongs is rather hard to decide. In appearance it is among the best preserved groups and may, perhaps, have been used for a time before the currency was changed once more and the MEF added to the reverse as indisputable proof of the mint.
Argument supported by insufficient material is always hazardous, and where groups contain only a few coins, we are hesitant about drawing conclusions based on relative wear and style, but insofar as these things have been noted they tend to support the points made above, indicating a change from monogram to letters and finally to the ME F form. Without doubt the one ME F coin present is among the best preserved in the whole hoard and in style of obverse head seems of a later and less fine technique.
Classifying some of its types as purely local issues would make less remarkable the abundance of the so-called Arcadian League currency. In Miss Grace's hoard 37 from a total of 231 coins belong to this group,1 in our hoard there are 79 out of 677, while in the Zougra collection 1,185 of the 9,171 specimens are classed as Arcadian.2 Tlhese proportions are amazing if one considers the money under discussion as federal issues of a League which sprang into being a century before its Achaean successor and which may be supposed to have ceased minting about the time the later Federation adopted its varied coinage. Why should one-ninth of the coins in our hoard be attributable to this early League during the last 47 years of its minting activity when the rest of the Peloponnese contributes only 5 pieces which can be definitely assigned to the same period? Moreover, the fact that our hoard was buried nearly a hundred years after the official Arcadian money stopped would make the chance of its surviving in such abundance and in such good condition a slim one. However, if we suppose the eagle types to be the standard municipal money produced concurrently with the Achaean triobols over a period of nearly 100 years, the matter becomes clearer. Most of the important cities coined copiously their autonomous issues after adherence to the League. In our hoard there are 30 independent pieces of Argos dated between 228 and 146 B.C., while of the Federal types there are only 15. L6bbecke shows the same tendency with proportions of 49 to 5.3 Corinth is notoriously ill-supplied with League coinage, but continues to produce many specimens with the usual Pegasos on the obverse. Without pushing the point too far, it is possible at least that somewhat the same state of affairs existed in Megalopolis. Undoubtedly her role in League matters was a prominent one, and it would cause no great strain on the imagination to suppose that the city of Lydiadas, Philopoimen and Diophanes required for her local needs a coinage as abundant as that customarily assigned to the latest period of the Arcadian League. One other consideration should be taken into account in connection with this trident sign. On some of the coins, or on all if we accept the M as a magisterial mark, the trident is the only clue to the city issuing the nmoney. It is almost impossible to systematize the various practices followed by municipalities in designating their currency. Some places use a symbol, others have letters, while still others combine the two.' However, it is noteworthy that in no case is the symbol used alone unless it is a fairly unique type definitely associated with the city using it, such as the Sicyonian dove or the Aegira half-goat. Now the trident is not a rare device, being used by Patrae Mantineia, Troezen Pallantium, Ceryneia and possibly Corone among the Peloponnesian towns. Hence, it would follow as a matter of course that a city using that symbol without any other indication of mint slhould be one of some prominence wi'th whose coinage the trident had had a long and close connection.
This 
MEGALOPOLIS-MESSENE
Even the most superficial study of the coins attributed to these two cities impresses one with (1) the divergence of numismatic opinion regarding the place of origin of individual issues and (2) the paucity of coinage generally assigned to Messene. Clerk divides the types with M or some form of an ME monogram fairly 1 An attempt was made to discover a set of underlying rules, but nothing more definite could be formulated than the statement that generally, unimportant towns like Ceryneia, Pellene, and Pallantium tend to have both symbol and letters, while more important places like Sicyon, Messene, and Megara are content with one or the other. But the examples of Elis, Sparta, and Megalopolis discredit even this broad assertion.
2 Assignment of these coins to Troezen settles the incongruity of having no currency attributable to a fairly important League member of almost a century's standing. ' "Troezen is sacred to Poseidon after whom it was once called Poseidonia." Strabo, VIII, 6, 14.
evenly between the two mints, but his method is rather erratic. He leaves Megalopolis the syrinx and pedum, assigns the fulmen specimens to Messene, but seems to have no particular reason behind his classification of the remaining coins.' Weil's catalogue on the other hand is decidedly partisan, listing all types with symbols and most of those without under the heading of the Arcadian city. Two reverses alone suffice for Messene.2 Most surprising of all is the review of Lobbecke's Caserta hoard ' in which that author ascribes not one of his 322 Achaean League triobols to a Messenian mint. Nor does he find it strange that no other city of any importance is missing from his list save Corinth, whose League coinage is sparsely represented in all collections. In this respect geographical situation might explain the lack of Corinthian pieces since no autonomous currency of that city is included in the group, whereas there are thirteen Messenian independent issues of the same period as the League coinage. No historical evidence regarding Messene is available to account for a numismatic inarticulateness of 45 years. Freeman4 tells us that, along with Elis, she became a League constituent in 191 B.c., albeit an unwilling one at first. For a few years following her admission, a measure of discontent and political restlessness may have interfered with the functioning of an orderly monetary system. In 183 an oligarchic group caused the city to revolt from the Federation and brought about, the capture and death of Philopoimen. But as Freeman records, " It was soon evident that the revolt of Messene and the death of Philopoimen were the work of a mere faction and that the guilt was in no way shared by the mass of the Messenian people. In the course of the next year popular feeling compelled Deinokrates to sue for peace." This does not sound like a universal aversion to the League as a body politic, and subsequent favors, such as exemption from taxes for three years, must have given a silken cast to the ties of Federal allegiance. Certainly there is no reason to imagine that this minor disaffection of one Messenian group disrupted her League currency for almost half a century. Nor does it seem likely that political unimportance after 182 caused her to stop minting.5 She continued to coin autonomous issues after joining the League, and the exercise of such a privilege presupposes a degree of importance on the part of the favored city.
Owing to the number of disputed types in this hoard, a careful study was made of the individual coins to see if some underlying system of differentiation might not be discernible. As a beginning it was assumed that the syrinx and pedum were unquestionable Megalopolitan symbols, hence that all coins so marked had their origin in that city. Further study fostered the belief that Weil's attribution of the fulmeti type was correct-that it belonged not to Messene but to Megalopolis. The symbol itself was used on independent issues of both places and can thus be linked with either locality, but other considerations favor an Arcadian source. First, the obverse heads found on some of the syrinx coins are of an unusual style-a large head, sharply chiselled and raised only slightly above the face of the coin. No other mint seems to have worked with quite the same technique. On the fulmen coins these stylistic qualities, although not so emphasized, are obviously similar to those of the syrinx group and argue for a common tradition. Moreover, the recurrence of reverse letters makes the case stronger. The syrinx types use repeatedly the letters A, B, K, and -. Our thunderbolt issue with _B above and K-A to left and right dovetails very neatly into the series.1
Among the remaining pieces, all without symbols, there is a group of somewhat flatter coins with the obverse heads encircled by dots. These appear to represent a slightly different type from the Megalopolis issues and since there is no similarity of lettering arrangement to connect them with that mint, they have been tentatively attributed to Messene. Another coin with 1T-A to left and right has an obverse head similar to that on an autonomous piece of Messene.2 The repetition of letters, coupled with a certain stylistic affinity among members of the group, gives in the author's opinion some basis for believing that Messene minted the whole series which lacks symbols. ' In separating the coins on the bases of style and lettering, more weight was given to the latter point, as admittedly there is no marked difference (with the exception of the fulmen and some of the syrinx coins) between many Megalopolitan and Messenian types.4 The letters themselves have only a face value. It is impossible to link them definitely with magistrates from either city, whose names are revealed on League bronze and autonomous silver issues. When a Messenian official's name tallies with the coin markings, there is apt to be a Megalopolitan with similar initial letters, or else letters on a coin obviously from Megalopolis begin the name of a Messenian magistrate. This arbitrary division of symbol and no-symbol types as representative of Megalopolitan and Messenian money does, however, introduce a touch of logic into a haphazard system. If the reason for the existence of the letters and symbols centred in their value as distinguishing marks of the various cities, then to be of any use at all they must perform that service beyond question. Especially necessary would be a decisive difference between the coinages of these two cities, geographically close, possessing the same monogram, and sharing at least one symbol, the thunderbolt. Messene entered the League in 191 and found in it at that time only two other cities beginning with the letter M of whose silver currency we have any record: Megara with her lyre symbol and Megalopolis, using-if our surmise be true-one or another of her three signs. Since Megara never used the M and Megalopolis only in conjunction with a symbol, there would be nothing to hinder Messene's adoption of the letter alone below the League monogram as the mark of her coinage.
CORONE?
Clerk's assignment of our Coronean coins (Nos. 675-677) to Messene seems based solely upon coincidence of the -E, one of the commonest combinations in the League coinage.1 Since no symbol is present and the -E cannot stand for the city, the K? is our only clue. Excluding Corinth, naturally an impossible choice, the only League members whose names begin in such fashion are Corone and Gortys (Cortys) .2 Both use the peculiar combination of large kappa and small omicron and both are known to have issued Federal copper. Gortys, however, seems never to have been of sufficient importance to mint silver, which gives some slight preference to Corone for whom autonomous silver denominations are recorded.
Except for the reattributions discussed in the preceding sections, the coins of our hoard fit definitely into the categories of Clerk and the British Museum. No cannot thus be explained. Warren (Essay on Greek Federal Coinage, p. 45) says the name of the town's head magistrate is on the coins, while Gardner (B. M. C., p. xxv) believes it is the name of a subordinate mint official. Perhaps both are correct, the first letter of each magistrate's name being used. The possibility of re-election or of varying terms of office would make it natural to find the same letter occurring in diverse combinations as NX, ON, KI, and KA. Or it may be that one of the letters is a mark used to differentiate the issues of a certain series. In either case recurrence of the same letter, if accompanied by other linking factors, would be partial proof of a common provenience for coins so designated. 
